
Players stickhandle puck within con�ned space (zone, station, etc.) as
warmup or small area drill. Many progressions or ways a coach can
progress from the simple forwards skating with puck format.
Progressions:

Coach can place objects around the area forcing more moves

Include a variation of underhandling the puck (move around

keeping it on forehand ready to engage)

Move on whistle ex.; skate hard, tight turn, backwards, �gure 8

Be creative (stickhandle through legs, kick the puck, spin-o-

rama, �ip puck in air, one hand on stick, fake and go around)

Coaches spread in zone for give and go, try to knock pucks away

from players. Replace coaches with players

Key Points

Skate with head up

Keep feet moving

Encourage creativity, this is the time to try and learn new skills

Set up course as shown (1- more beginner, 2- more advanced). Player 
starts a full arm and sticklength ahead of  . On whistle/"go"   

races around tires (can be cones), to cone and backwards back to
goal line.  is trying to catch and tag the other player with their hand
before getting back to the goal line. Multiple setups depending on skill
level of players .
Progressions:

For beginner skaters can skate forwards the entire time

Add pucks/rings to players around the cones

Key Points

Proper skating technique, especially around turns. 

Encourage players to decide their own route

HCF 12U Week 17

Odd man situations week 2- stops and starts, pressure/contain

Chaos Stickhandling 5 mins

Follow the leader race 8 mins
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On the whistle, player with the puck has to pass to another forward
then move to the unoccupied cone. Every time the forwards make a
pass they must move to an open cone, after �ve consecutive passes
forwards can take a shot on goal. The defender must be aggressive and
try to intercept a pass, if they pick one up they can shoot on goal. If
forwards get the drill dialed in, add a second defender.
Run Ragged Small Area Game | Ice Hockey Systems Inc.
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/run-ragged-
small-area-game?position=51&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-
zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE>

Key Points

Defender must execute stops and starts (no turns near the

cones!), always heading back to the middle �rst before attacking

next player.

Offensive players make tape to tape passes, move to receive the

puck on the forehand for quick puck movement

Simple 1v1 played within a circle. Coach continuously dumps pucks in
when they exit the circle or score. Can use mini-nets or passing nets.
Progressions:

Players can only score on certain net

Add goalies

Make 2v2

Coach draws line to split the zone in two. Players play a small area game
that is always 2v2 or 3v3 with the parameter that offensive is always
2v1 or 3v2. One player from each team is designated to always stay on
the offensive side of the half line. On the defensive side, have the player
who is not allowed back into the defensive zone always be ready to get
open for a clearing pass. 
Progression

Instead of designating one player to stay on their offensive side

make players read and react so last person has to stay

Be responsive to amount of players and availability of ice.

Key Points

Using man advantage to gain high scoring chances, moving to be

a good passing/shooting option

Defensive side try to prevent pass across and let goalie take shot

Run Ragged 3v1 8 mins

1v1 Back to Back 8 mins

Always Odd Man (2v1, 3v2, 4v3) 8 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/run-ragged-small-area-game?position=51&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE


Each team has a power play every other shift, �ipping who is 4v2, keep
score. Limit mobility for PP, they set up a box to create a scoring
opportunities. If offense mishandles puck or turns it over point for PK.
Progression

Full on 4v2 in zone. PK gets points for completing 2 consecutive

passes.

Add goalie, offensive team is trying to score

Key Points

PK- stops and starts, do not over commit and get back to middle

of ice

PP- quick, accurate puck movement. Moving body to accept

puck on forehand

Half ice battle in zone.

3  's on Offense vs 2  's. The objective is for  's to gain puck
control and move to their team on the other side.
For tighter area and more decisions drill must stay below tops of
cirlces.

Key Points

Transition from O to D, be ready!

Pearl 4v2 8 mins

3 vs 2 Zone Battle 10 mins
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